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Abstract
A simple method for three-dimensional proximity sensing with an electronic circuit composed
of only general-purpose electronic components is presented. Three detection electrodes are
triangularly arranged at regular intervals. Changes in the stray capacitance of each electrode due
to the proximity of an object are observed. This method to detect a slight change in capacitance
takes advantage of the fact that the transfer characteristics of a circuit comprising three
reactance elements has the property of sharp phase changes near the resonance frequency.
The position of an object is estimated from the balance of the signals of three channels, and
its distance is determined from their magnitude. This method enables the three-dimensional
proximity detection of an object. Especially, this method can be used to electronically recognize
the gestures of a human hand with low-cost circuitry.
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Introduction
Capacitive sensors are widely used in both industrial and consumer products [1-14]. For example, capacitive proximity sensors play an important
role in handling objects in factory production lines.
Also, in more familiar areas, capacitive sensors are
used in touch panels for smartphones and tablet
computers. Capacitive sensors detect slight changes in the capacitance of the electrodes. Several
principles can be applied to achieve this detection
method.
One (principle A) is charging the capacitor and
converting the capacitance to voltage or time, us-

ing the relationship Q = CV, where Q, C, and V are
the charge stored in the capacitor, the capacitance
of the capacitor, and the voltage across the capacitor, respectively. Another method (principle B) is
to apply an AC signal of a certain frequency to the
electrodes and detect changes in impedance due to
changes in capacitance.
Finally, a third method (principle C) uses the
resonance with an inductor of known inductance.
The change in capacitance can be detected as a
change in the resonance frequency. Principle C is
further divided in two ways. One way is to incorporate a resonance tank into an oscillation circuit
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and observe changes in the oscillation frequency.
The other is to apply a fixed frequency signal to the
resonance tank and examine the voltage across the
resonance tank. The latter is employed in the method proposed in this article.
The author previously proposed a simple method to detect very small changes in capacitance with
an electronic circuit composed of only general-purpose electronic components [15]. When a fixed frequency signal is applied to a circuit that includes
three reactance elements, the phase of the voltage across the resonance tank sensitively changes
when the capacitance changes. By taking advantage
of this property, a capacitive proximity sensor can
be configured by combining only general-purpose
electronic components. This article uses this principle to describe a simple method of three-dimensionally detecting the proximity of an object, that
is, a method that can simultaneously estimate the
distance to and direction of an approaching object.
Several techniques are available for three-dimensional (3D) proximity sensing. 3D scanners [1618] can capture the surrounding situation in three
dimensions and are used in various fields. Light detection and ranging technology [19-21] currently
play an important role in automatic vehicle driving
technology. A time-of-flight camera [22-27] can obtain a 3D image of an object surface, and it is used
in gestural interface devices, such as Microsoft Ki-
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nect and Leap Motion Controller. These are optical
sensing technologies that require sophisticated devices.
As an example of a simpler device, Microchip
Inc. provides GestIC [28], which is based on capacitive sensing and allows realization of user interface
applications by detection, tracking, and classification of a user’s hand gestures in free space. GestIC
devices use a transmission signal at a low frequency in the range of 100 kHz and observe the received
signals at four or five electrodes. Although the details of the circuit in the IC chip are proprietary, it is
thought that changes in the balance of the capacitances between the electrodes due to the proximity of an object are observed from changes in the
signal strength of the receiving electrodes, which is
an implementation of principle B.
The proposed method in this article, which is
based on principle C, can realize performance similar to that of GestIC technology with a simpler
circuit comprising only general-purpose electronic components. In the next section, the principle
of directional proximity sensing in the proposed
method is described, and it is followed by sections
that describe experiments on 3D proximity sensing.

Principle of Directional Proximity Detection
In reference [15], the author describes a method
that can detect minute changes in capacitance with

Figure 1: (Color online) Schematic of the principle of detecting small capacitance changes.
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a simple electronic circuit consisting of only general-purpose electronic components. The proximity
sensing method proposed in this article is based on
the same measurement principle, as shown in Figure 1. A sensing signal is applied to a network composed of R-C2-(C1//L). The frequency of the sensing
signal is set to the frequency near the resonance
frequency between L and C1 + C2. The voltage across
a resonance tank composed of C1 and L is picked up
and waveform-shaped by the comparator and digitized. The phase difference between the original
sensing signal and the voltage across C1 and L is detected by the phase detector and converted to a DC
voltage signal by a low-pass filter (LPF). When the
capacitance of C1 changes, the phase of the voltage
across C1 and L sensitively changes.
If the electrode of C1 is exposed to free space as
a detection electrode, the capacitance C1 consists
of the stray capacitance of the detection electrode.
When an object approaches the detection elec-
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trode, the stray capacitance C1 increases, because
the permittivity of the object is larger than that of
air. This change can be detected by observing the
phase change of the voltage across C1 and L. To increase the sensitivity of the phase change of the
voltage across C1 and L, it is advantageous that C2 is
much smaller than C1 and the inductance L is larger.
However, when the inductance L is implemented
as a coil, it is difficult to realize a high quality factor
and a large inductance at the same time.
To eliminate this dilemma, L is implemented as a
virtual inductor composed of a general impedance
converter (GIC). Figure 2 shows the schematic of a
proximity sensing circuit based on this idea, where
C1 is the stray capacitance of the detection electrode and L in Figure 1 is replaced with a GIC circuit.
The GIC is composed of two operational amplifiers
(op-amps) and five impedance elements. The GIC
circuit illustrated in Figure 2 is equivalent to an inductor with an inductance of CR1R2. In comparison

Figure 2: (Color online) Circuit for proximity sensing using GIC as a virtual inductor.
Citation: Deguchi M (2020) Three-Dimensional Proximity Sensing with Simple Circuit Made of General-Purpose Electronic Components.
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to a coil, it is easier to realize a capacitor and a resistor that are closer to the ideal circuit model. By
adjusting the values of C, R1, and R2, the equivalent
inductance value can be set arbitrarily.
When an object approaches the detection electrode, its’ stray capacitance increases. The increment depends on parameters such as the permittivity, size, and shape of the object and the distance
between the object and the detection electrode. If
the permittivity, size, and shape of the object are
known, it is possible to estimate the distance from
the detection electrode. If multiple detection electrodes are provided, the position of the object can
be obtained using the principle of triangulation.
To validate the principle of this detection method, an experiment was conducted with two detection electrodes. Figure 3 shows the schematics
of the electronic circuit used for the experiment.
Capacitance C2 is formed between each detection
electrode and driving electrode. Figure 4 is a photograph of the electrodes used in the experiment.
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Each detection electrode is a 30-mm square copper
film pattern formed on a 1.6-mm thick FR-4 print
circuit board. The gap between the two detection
electrodes is 2 cm. The driving electrode is an adhesive copper film attached on the back side of the
printed circuit board.
A diagram of the electronic circuit is shown in
Figure 5. The circuit was powered by a single 5-V
supply. The op-amps used for the GIC were model
LTC6241, which is a low-noise rail-to-rail CMOS opamp. The high input impedance of CMOS op-amps
is suitable for realizing high quality in the GIC virtual inductor. In this circuit, the equivalent inductance was about 100 H and could be adjusted by a
5-k Ω potentiometer (a part of R2). Because such a
large inductance can be obtained, this GIC can be
also called a giant inductance circuit. The right-side
terminal voltage of the potentiometer was pulled
up and down by two 2.2-k Ω resistors. This makes
the analogue GND for the signal in GIC circuit the
center of the 5-V supply rail.

Figure 3: (Color online) Circuit for directional proximity sensing.
Citation: Deguchi M (2020) Three-Dimensional Proximity Sensing with Simple Circuit Made of General-Purpose Electronic Components.
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Figure 4: (Color online) Experimental two-electrode sensor.

Figure 5: (Color online) Sensing circuit used in the experiments.
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The voltage across C1 and the virtual inductor is
picked up as the voltage at the point between C and
R2, magnified by 10 times, and digitized by a comparator. The phase difference between the original
sensing signal and the digitized signal was detected
by a phase detector composed of two D-type flipflop circuits and a NAND gate. The phase detector
generated pulses, the widths of which represented
the phase difference. These pulses were converted
to DC voltage signal by a LPF comprising a 100-kΩ
resistor and 0.1- µF capacitor.
The sensing signal was provided by a function
generator. The sensing signal was initially a digital
pulse at the transistor-transistor logic level. Before
this signal was applied to the driving electrode, the
LPF, consisting of 3-kΩ resistors and 0.01-µF capacitors, weakened the harmonic components and
makes the waveform round. The frequency of the
sensing signal was 2.7 kHz.

Figure 6: (Color online) Experimental setup for twoelectrode sensor.

Figure 6 is a photograph of the experimental
setup. A plastic (polyoxymethylene, or POM) rod
40 mm in diameter was horizontally held above the
electrodes. The height and the horizontal position
of the plastic rod could be separately adjusted by
rotating knobs.

Figure 7: (Color online) Dependence of LPF output on two-dimensional position of the plastic rod.
Citation: Deguchi M (2020) Three-Dimensional Proximity Sensing with Simple Circuit Made of General-Purpose Electronic Components.
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Figure 7 shows the dependence of the LPF output on the position of the plastic rod. At x = -2.5 cm,
the plastic rod was immediately above the center
of the CH1 electrode. Similarly, at x = 2.5 cm, the
plastic rod was over the center of the CH2 electrode. The LPF output reached its maximum value
when the plastic rod was directly above the cen-
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ter of each electrode. The characteristics of both
channels were substantially symmetrical, although
there was a slight difference in sensitivity and offset. The LPF output decreased as the distance from
the electrode increased.
Figure 8 shows the dependence of the LPF out-

Figure 8: (Color online) Dependence of LPF output on distance from electrode.

Figure 9: (Color online) Electrode for three-dimensional proximity sensing.
Citation: Deguchi M (2020) Three-Dimensional Proximity Sensing with Simple Circuit Made of General-Purpose Electronic Components.
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put on the distance of the plastic rod from the electrode when the rod is over the center of the electrode. The LPF output seems to almost exponentially decrease toward a constant value according
to the distance from the electrode. The increment
with respect to the limit value when the distance is
infinite can be used as an indicator of the distance
from the electrode. The detectable range of object
distance depends on how much this increment is
amplified. Figure 8 plots the raw value of the LPF
output. With an assumed detection threshold of 25
mV, the detectable range was about 15 mm without amplification in this case.
The results of Figure 7 and Figure 8 show that it
is possible to estimate the direction to the object
from the balance of outputs of two channels and to
estimate the distance based on the magnitude of
the outputs. Because the magnitude of the outputs
depends on properties of the target object, such as
size, shape, and permittivity, it is necessary to obtain the scaling law in advance to know the exact
distance of the object.

Three-Dimensional Proximity Sensing
The experiment described in the previous section demonstrated the feasibility of estimating both
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the direction of and distance to an object with two
electrodes. It follows that, if multiple electrodes
are employed, for example, three or more, the 3D
position of an object above the electrodes can be
estimated.
Figure 9 is a photograph of the electrodes used
in the experiment to verify this idea of determining the position. The detection electrodes were
patterned on the surface of an FR-4 circuit board
90 mm in diameter. Three detection electrode areas were symmetrically arranged around the center. The driving electrode was patterned on the
same surface with the detection electrodes. The
gap between the detection electrode and the driving electrode was 2 mm. Because of this coplanar
alignment of electrodes, C2 is considered to be very
small, which is advantageous for enhancing the
sensitivity.
Although the electronic circuit was substantially
identical to that in Figure 5, the sensing signal was
generated by a microcomputer (PIC18F26K83) and
the pulse width of the output of the phase detector
was directly measured by the timer module in the
microcomputer without conversion to a DC voltage by the LPF. The frequency of the sensing signal

Figure 10: (Color online) Experimental setup for the demonstration of three-dimensional proximity sensing.
Citation: Deguchi M (2020) Three-Dimensional Proximity Sensing with Simple Circuit Made of General-Purpose Electronic Components.
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was about 4 kHz. The data from the three channels
were transmitted to a personal computer and displayed on the screen as a graph.
Figure 10 shows a photograph of the experimental setup for the demonstration of 3D proximity
sensing. An aluminum sphere 40 mm in diameter
was attached to the bottom edge of a vertically
held plastic rod. This plastic rod was mounted on
a disk that was slowly rotated by a motor about a
vertical axis suspended over the center of the electrode board. The aluminum sphere was insulated
by the plastic rod and was electrically floating.
Examples of the output waveform are shown in
Figure 11. The radius of the rotation was 30 mm,
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as illustrated in the figure. The vertical axis of each
graph is the increment of the signal with respect to
the value when nothing was above the electrodes.
The horizontal axis is time. The signal of each of
three channels changed periodically and showed a
phase 120° different from the other two channels,
producing a waveform similar to that of threephase AC voltage. The period of the signal (about
5s) corresponded to the rotation period of the aluminum sphere. The difference in signal amplitudes
is considered to be due to reasons such as the
alignment error of the rotation center with respect
to the center of the electrode board, the rotation
axis not being completely vertical with respect to
the electrode board, and the difference in sensitivi-

Figure 11: (Color online) Example of output waveform when a metal sphere horizontally rotated over the
center of the electrode board.
Citation: Deguchi M (2020) Three-Dimensional Proximity Sensing with Simple Circuit Made of General-Purpose Electronic Components.
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ty of each channel. The signal amplitude decreased
as the gap between the aluminum sphere and the
electrode board increased.
From this experimental result, it is possible to estimate the direction of an object using the balance
of the three signals and to estimate the distance
to it using the magnitude of the signals. The signal
magnitude also depends on the material, size, and
shape of the object. Therefore, to accurately specify the position of the object, it is necessary to assume these parameters and obtain the scaling law
in advance. This sensing method allows the proximity detection to be three-dimensionally directional.

Application to 3D Input Device
The electronic circuit used in the method of proximity sensing described in sections 2 and 3 uses the
parallel resonance between C1 (stray capacitance
of the detection electrode) and L (the GIC virtual
inductance). The same function can be achieved
using the series resonance between C1 and L, which
has a duality relationship with the configuration
shown in Figure 1. In this case, the circuit in Figure
2 was modified to form the circuit shown in Figure
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12. In the case of series resonance configuration,
C2 must be much larger than C1 and C1 is the capacitance between the detection electrode and the
driving electrode. If the stray capacitance of the detection electrode is Cs, the characteristic frequency
of the phase change is substantially determined by
the resonance frequency between L and C1 + Cs. It
follows that the sensing function can be realized in
the same manner as the configuration of Figure 2.
When the series resonance configuration is
used, a higher resonance frequency is advantageous for higher sensitivity. If the resonance frequency is high, it is not necessary to implement L as
a GIC virtual inductor. A higher operating frequency
is considered to be advantageous for extending the
detection range. Figure 13 shows a schematic of series resonance proximity sensing using a coil as the
inductor L. In this configuration, the position of C1
and L is exchanged compared with that in Figure
12. This provides the DC connection between the
sensing signal driver output and the comparator input, which is convenient for the single-power-supply operation of the circuit.

Figure 12: (Color online) Series resonance proximity sensing using GIC virtual inductor.
Citation: Deguchi M (2020) Three-Dimensional Proximity Sensing with Simple Circuit Made of General-Purpose Electronic Components.
Int J Electron Device Phys 4:008
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Figure 13: (Color online) Series resonance proximity sensing using a coil.

Figure 14: (Color online) Circuit diagram of series resonance proximity sensing using a coil.

Citation: Deguchi M (2020) Three-Dimensional Proximity Sensing with Simple Circuit Made of General-Purpose Electronic Components.
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Figure 14 shows the circuit diagram for one of
the three channels using a 100- µ H micro-inductor as L. The sensing signal was generated by a 12MHz crystal oscillator, and a prescaler divided the
frequency by four to produce a sensing signal frequency of 3 MHz. The difference between the LPF
output and the reference voltage Vref was amplified
and measured by an analog-to-digital converter in
a microcomputer. Vref was adjusted by the duty ratio of the pulse-width modulation signal generated
by the microcomputer. The 3D proximity sensor
shown in Figure 15 was configured by combining
three channels.
The detection electrode for each channel was
made by attaching adhesive copper film to a POM
disk, the diameter and thickness of which were
110 mm and 13 mm, respectively. The position of
an object was calculated from the balance of the
outputs of three channels. The horizontal direction
was calculated from the ratio of CH1 and CH2. The
vertical direction was calculated from the ratio of
CH3 and the average value of CH1 and CH2. The
distance was determined by the root-mean-square
value of outputs of three channels. The horizontal
and vertical coordinates were corrected according
to the distance.
Figure 16 shows an example of three channel
signals when an aluminum sphere was swung over
the electrodes. An aluminum sphere identical to
that in Figure 10 was attached to the lower end

of a plastic rod 35 cm long and swung like a pendulum with the upper end of the plastic rod as a
fulcrum. The gap between the aluminum sphere
and the electrode plate was 3 cm, and the swing
amplitude was about 2 cm. The aluminum sphere
was electrically floating. Figure 16a shows the signal waveform when the swing was in the horizontal
direction. The lower graph shows the waveform of
the calculated values of the X-coordinate and Y-coordinate. The formula for the calculation is shown
in the figure. In this case, the X-coordinate value
varied almost sinusoidally, and the Y-coordinate
value was almost constant. Similarly, Figure 16b
shows the waveforms when the swing was in the
vertical direction. The X-coordinate value was almost constant, and the Y-coordinate value varied
almost sinusoidally in this case. These results show
that the position of the object in the plane parallel
to the electrode plate can be calculated from the
three channel signals.
The photographs in Figure 17 show how the
position of a human hand is recognized by this 3D
directional proximity sensor and displayed. On the
screen, the position of the hand was shown with a
circle and the distance was represented by the diameter of the circle. The direction of the hand was
calculated based on the balance of signals of three
channels, and the distance was determined by the
root-mean-square value of them. The detection
range was estimated to be 20 cm or more. However, because the frequency of the sensing signal was
on the order of megahertz, which is in the so-called
radio frequency range, attention must be paid to
the influence on the surroundings due to electric
field leakage.
This sensor can be applied to non-contact input
devices that point and operate objects with gestures. Conventionally, a sensing device, such as a
3D camera, or an application- specific integrated
circuit (IC), such as GestIC, is required to realize
such a function. Being able to achieve the same
thing with a simple electronic circuit is considered
to be advantageous in reducing cost and improving
flexibility in the device design.

Discussion

Figure 15: (Color online) Experimental 3D proximity sensor (series resonance type).

To extend the detection range for capacitive
proximity sensing, it is necessary to extend the
electric field as far as possible. However, increasing
the extent of the electric field means increasing the
risk of electromagnetic interference with nearby
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16: (Color online) Example of signal wave forms and calculated coordinates when an aluminum sphere
was swung over the electrodes: (a) Swing in the horizontal direction; (b) Swing in the vertical direction.

devices. Thus, increasing the detection sensitivity and minimizing the leakage of electromagnetic
fields to the outside has a trade-off relationship.
In this respect, the method described in sections
2 and 3, in which the operating frequency is low, on
the order of several kilohertz or less, is considered
to produce substantially negligible electromagnet-

ic wave radiation from the detection electrode.
Moreover, due to LC resonance, the voltage in the
electrode contains almost no harmonics, and the
influence of harmonics can be ignored. The low operating frequency also widens the range of usable
circuit components, which is advantageous for reducing the cost of the circuit.

Citation: Deguchi M (2020) Three-Dimensional Proximity Sensing with Simple Circuit Made of General-Purpose Electronic Components.
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Figure 17: (Color online) Screen display of human hand position.

The series resonance type circuit described in
section 4 has a much higher operating frequency,
which is advantageous for extending the detection
range. However, a higher frequency increases the
risk of electromagnetic interference. For the circuit
shown in Figure 14, a frequency 3 MHz was chosen
to avoid interference with medium-wave radio set.
Implementing the inductor as a GIC virtual inductor provides the advantage of low operating
frequency and flexibility in the circuit design. However, because semiconductor devices (two opamps) are used in the GIC, its induction property
is significantly affected by temperature. Therefore,
if more accurate measurement is required, it may
be necessary to measure the temperature and give
appropriate feedback, or to correct the measured
value.

In the circuits shown in Figure 5 and Figure 14,
the peak-to-peak value of the signal that drives
the driving electrode is 5 V at most, which is the
supply voltage. In the proposed method, because
a change in the phase of the resonant signal is observed, the amplitude of the driving signal is not
important for the sensitivity. However, the capacitance C2 in Figure 2 can be reduced, and the capacitance C2 in Figure 13 can be increased by increasing
the amplitude of the driving signal, which can be
expected to improve sensitivity. For example, if a
RS-232C line driver IC is used, the amplitude of the
driving voltage can be increased greatly to extend
the detection range.
The detection range also depends on the size
and shape of the detection electrodes and how

Citation: Deguchi M (2020) Three-Dimensional Proximity Sensing with Simple Circuit Made of General-Purpose Electronic Components.
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they are arranged. The larger the electrode, the
wider the spread of the electric field and the wider
the detection range. In the experiments described
in sections 3 and 4, the electrodes were designed
to detect a human hand with sufficient sensitivity.
Considering the potential for industrial use as
a sensor unit for instrumentation, it is desirable
to make the overall size of the sensor as small as
possible. To reduce the size of the electrode board
without reducing the area of the electrode region,
the gap between the electrodes must be narrowed.
However, if the gap between the electrodes is too
narrow, they may interfere with each other, and
the signal may be affected by the signals of other
channels. As shown in Figure 9, the arrangement
in which the detection and driving electrodes are
on the same surface and a region for the driving
electrode is provided between the detection electrodes is effective for reducing interference between channels.
The directional proximity sensors in the experiments had three channels and three detection
electrodes. Using four channels and arranging detection electrodes as pairs in each of the vertical
and horizontal directions would make it possible to
estimate the position of the object more accurately. However, as the number of channels increases,
it becomes a daunting task to match the sensitivity
of all channels.
The 3D proximity sensing method proposed
in this article has several advantages. First, the
electronic circuit is simple and can be composed
entirely from general-purpose electronic components. This is advantageous in terms of reducing
the cost as compared with other methods using a
3D camera or other sophisticated devices. In addition, it can be said that it provides more flexibility
for sensor design than methods using a dedicated
semiconductor device, such as GestIC. Second, the
operating frequency can be selected from a wide
range on the order of kilohertz to megahertz. If a
GIC is used as a virtual inductor, the operating frequency can be set very low, in the audio frequency
band. Third, it is difficult to detect an object made
of transparent material by optical methods, such
as a 3D camera, but the proposed method can detect any substance, including plastic, metal, wood,
and living tissue (i.e., human hands). Also, as long
as there is no shield blocking the electric field, it is
possible to detect an object on the other side of

the detector, even if there is something else in between. Fourth, the directivity obtained by the sensor is determined by how the electric field spreads
in front of the electrodes, which can be optimized
by changing the dimensions and shape of the electrodes, depending on the application (The third
and fourth advantages are common features of
the capacitive proximity sensing method.). Fifth, although the proposed method in this article is based
on capacitive proximity sensing, the same principle
can be applied to inductive sensing. By arranging
multiple coils instead of arranging multiple electrodes, it is possible to detect the proximity and
position information of a conductive material, such
as a metal.

Conclusion
The method described in this article makes it
possible to construct a capacitive proximity simple
sensor, from general-purpose electronic components, that is capable of three-dimensionally capturing the object position and distance from the
detector when an object approaches it. The electronic circuit uses the LC resonance of three reactance elements. When implementing the inductor
as a GIC virtual inductor, the operating frequency
can be set on the order of several kilohertz or less.
The proposed method can detect any substance,
including plastic, metal, wood, and living tissue
(i.e., human hands). Its sensitivity to human hands
makes this method applicable to non-contact input
devices that point and manipulate objects with gestures without requiring sophisticated devices, such
as 3D cameras.
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